
Infinity
®

Gas Furnaces

SAVINGS WITHOUT SACRIFICING.

UP TO 98.5% EFFICIENT



Used to be if you wanted to save money

on your heating bill you had to turn

down the heat and throw on a sweater.

With our new line of Infinity
®

furnaces,

you can save money on your heating

bill without depriving yourself of the

total comfort you desire.



3 WAYS

INFINITY
®

GAS FURNACES
PAY FOR THEMSELVES.

1 ) Highest efficiency heating that you can buy*

The new line of Infinity furnaces offers up to 

98.5% efficiencies, meaning up to 98.5¢ of every

dollar spent on gas goes directly to heating 

the home. Standard furnaces can waste 20¢ 

or more per dollar.

But we didn’t stop there. While gas is the direct

fuel consumed to heat your home, electricity 

also plays an important role. And since we believe 

in saving you money wherever we can, Infinity 

furnaces have two high-efficiency motors 

built in — one for the blower and one for the inducer.

*
The 59MN7A060V21--20 is the most efficient furnace at 98.5 AFUE.



2 ) Precision heating

Instead of blasting your home with heat in a 

perpetual on/off cycle, Infinity
®
furnaces operate 

at a gentle, low capacity the majority of the time 

for quieter, more energy-efficient and more 

comfortable operation. It even adjusts the amount

of heat created based on prior cycle run time, 

providing low heat during mildly chilly weather

and more heat as temps drop. So you’re only 

paying for the precise amount of heat you need.

3 ) Year-round humidity control

Your Infinity furnace isn’t just a brilliant heating 

machine. When paired with a compatible air 

conditioner or heat pump, the furnace’s high-

efficiency variable-speed blower assists with 

Ideal Humidity System
®
technology in the summer

months, helping to eliminate more moisture than a

standard system. And in the winter, it smoothly and

quietly circulates the air as the Infinity
®
control tells

the humidifier* how much moisture is necessary

to keep the air from getting too dry in the home.

The right humidity levels

can make you feel

more comfortable at 

a higher temperature

setting in the summer

and a lower one in the

winter. So you can 

save on energy without

sacrificing comfort.

*
sold separately



adaptable-speed technology + Infinity
®

intelligence

Comfort, quiet and efficiency can all be yours.

When it comes to your home

comfort, you should be greedy. 

Our new Infinity
®
98 furnace 

provides up to 98.5% gas efficiency,

tight temperature control and

quiet operation.

The key is Greenspeed™intelligence

—our inter-system communication

breakthrough that unites our

adaptable-speed technology with

Infinity intelligence. 

Greenspeed intelligence gives

homeowners precise comfort, 

constantly matching the system’s

output to the heating demands 

of the home at low capacity the

majority of the time. This translates

into reduced energy use and 

reduced temperature swings

throughout a home. Integrating luxury-level comfort control

into a home so smoothly and quietly, you’ll forget it’s there.

It’s our new technology that takes into account your

complete comfort. From degrees to dollars to decibels.

ENERGY SAVINGS

SOUND

COMFORT
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Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or

change, at any time, specifications, designs or pricing

without notice and without incurring obligations.


